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Dear Fellow Cottagers:
 I am writing this in March, in the

teeth of yet another snowstorm,
with the fervent hope that by the
time you receive your 2008
newsletter, our winter of discontent
will be but a memory. I suppose one
of the advantages of a deep and
long winter is the promise of the
spring and summer that are sure to
follow. We are very fortunate to
have many of our summer
memories locked in place on a lake
as beautiful as Belmont. Her waters
remain safe for a variety of
activities, and as well, continue to
provide a viable home for a great
variety of animals, birds and fish.

  I have had the privilege of
serving as president of the BLCA for
four years, and during that time, the
association executive has been
focused on raising awareness of the
positive features of Belmont Lake.
We have also attempted to raise
awareness of the dangers that
threaten our lake, and therefore, the
quality of our relationship with it
and with each other.

 This focused approach to
examining what's good about life on
our lake and what we can do to

maintain it has manifested in a
completed lake plan; an idea more
than a document, and an idea that
has the potential to empower each
of us to shape the future of our lake
rather than just react to what the
future brings.

 Meaningful progress is seldom
achieved without principled debate
as a prelude to consensus. We have
certainly had our share of debates
this past year and I believe they
have played an important role in
illuminating the present and future
stewardship needs of Belmont
Lake.

 I have been very fortunate to
have enjoyed a relationship with our
lake for over 60 years. Belmont lake
has been a central theme in my life
and continues to provide some of
my most treasured experiences. I
am so very pleased to have had an
opportunity to be a part of the BLCA
and in some small way reduce a
personal debt that I can never fully
repay.

  Art Church
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2008 Annual General
Meeting

Date: Saturday, July 5, 2008

Time: 9:30 a.m.

Location:

Cordova Library/Recreation Hall

Various publications of interest to
cottagers will be available on our

display tables.

Agenda:

Lake Plan Update

Web Site

Treasurer’s Report

Election of Board Officers

Summer Events

AGM: Saturday, July 5

Parade of Lights: Saturday,
August 2

Regatta: Sunday, August 3

Dock Sale: Saturday, August 9

Black Out: Saturday, August 9
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Taxes, as sure as death, so
the saying goes, and high taxes
are as sure as owning a cottage.
Brace yourselves folks; its
probably going to get worse
because the moratorium on
market value assessment comes
to an end this year and the value
of waterfront properties has
soared.

  Seasonal residents have
often accused the township of
HBM of charging high taxes and
offering few services. The reality
is that while the township does
benefit handsomely from
seasonal residential tax-payers,
who typically require only part-
time services, it is the province,
not the municipality, that
assesses the value of your
property, and therefore,
determines the size of your tax
bill. Should the township

acknowledge the contribution
that recreational property
owners make to their economic
well-being?  I think we would all
agree that they should, but we
must not lose sight of the real
problem; market value
assessment, and market value
assessment is a provincial
matter.

  Reeve Ron Gerow, the
Federation Of Ontario Cottage
Associations ( FOCA) and others
have protested the unfair tax
burden shouldered by seasonal
residents, but an often over-
looked aspect of the problem is
that we can't vote provincially
where we pay our cottage taxes.
The MPP who represents
Belmont Township might
sympathize with our tax plight
but we are not his constituents.
Seasonal property owners pay

taxes in one location and vote
provincially in another.

  Without getting into all of
the alternatives to market value
assessment, this method of
calculating property tax results
in taxation of unrealized capital
gains. It has also been described
as a 'wealth tax' particularly as it
is applied to seasonal
properties.

  Your Association will
continue to support FOCA's
efforts to influence the
provincial government to
abandon market value
assessment, but you can do your
part, as well, by lobbying your
MPP to bring fairness back to
Ontario's Property Tax
Assessment Programme.

Property Taxes
Art Church
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Noise Bylaw:
What can you do if you are disturbed by someone's barking dog, loud music or late night
parties?  What if outdoor lighting from down the lake is shining in your eyes while you sit
on your dock star gazing?  First you need to determine the source of the noise or light.  If
the offending noise or lighting is a regular occurrence, document the date and time of
several incidences.  If you feel comfortable with approaching your neighbours, do so in a
non-confrontational way.  They may not realize that they are disturbing you.  Not
everyone is aware how far noise and light carries across the water, nor how just many
people are disturbed.  They may be happy to make changes.

If you feel that your concerns have not been well received, and/ or if you want to remain
anonymous, the next step is to write a letter to the Township of Havelock-Belmont-
Methuen, addressed to Mr. Ed Whitmore, By-Law Enforcement.  The address is:

Corporation of the Township of Havelock-Belmont-Metheun

P.O. Box 10

1 Ottawa Street East

Havelock, Ontario

K0L 1Z0

In the letter explain the nature of the disturbance, when and where the disturbance
occurred (address, dates and times) and what action you have taken.  The Bylaw
Enforcement officer will contact the offender in writing on your behalf,  without your
name  being mentioned.  There are fines for offences applicable to the Noise By-Law No:
2004-02.  Section 2 of this by-law states that "No person shall within the limits of the
Corporation of the Township of Havelock-Belmont-Methuen make or permit any noise,
vibration, odour, dust and outdoor illumination, including indoor lighting that can be
seen outdoors, likely to disturb the inhabitants thereof."  The full text of the by-laws for
our area can be viewed on the township website www.havelockbelmontmethuen.on.ca.

Fire Bylaw:
According to the Fire Bylaw No: 2000-46, a permit is required for all day time burning,
except for small contained fires for the purpose of cooking or warmth, which includes a
barbeque or grill.  Contact the office of the Fire Chief at 778-3183 to obtain a permit.
Fines are applicable for day time burning without a permit as set out in the Provincial
Offences Act to a maximum of $5000.00.  All out of control fires are subject to the costs
incurred by the fire department.  The cost of a pumper truck is $90.00 per hour and man
hours are $12.50 per hour for each fire fighter.  No burning is permitted by an owner in a
"built up" area with 75 feet or less between buildings (examples: cottage, garage, storage
shed), with a minimum of 5 buildings in the area.

ByLaws and
Regulations:
Mary Ellen Meyers
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ByLaws and
Regulations:
Continued

Small Vessel Regulations of the Canada Shipping Act:
The Small Vessel Regulations of the Canada Shipping Act outline the minimum
mandatory safety equipment that must be aboard your boat, safety precautions to follow
before and while boating and construction standards for building pleasure craft.  Your
pleasure craft's required safety equipment must be in good working order.  As the owner
or person entrusted by the owner, you are violating the Small Vessel Regulations if you
operate a pleasure craft that does not have all the required equipment on board, or if it is
not in good working order. The same applies if you loan it.  The Canadian Coast Guard’s
Safe Boating Guide contains the information you need about the required safety
equipment and safe boating practices.  Make sure all boat operators at your cottage
review it each year.  This publication will be available at the BLCA AGM in July.

The Small Vessel Regulations (Section 43) also prohibit careless operation of a vessel.
This means no one is allowed to operate a small vessel in a careless manner, without due
care and attention or reasonable consideration for other persons.

"Examples of behaviours which could be considered careless may include (but are not
limited to the following):

n operating vessel at high engine rpm in circular or criss-cross patterns for
extended periods of time in the same location;

n jumping waves or the wake of another vessel unreasonably close to that vessel
or so as to cause engine RPM to peak and make unusual or excessive noise;

n weaving through congested traffic at more than slow speed;

n swerving at the last possible moment to avoid collision (playing chicken);

n operating a vessel at a speed higher than is necessary to maintain steerage way
when near swimmers, or non-powered vessels."

To report an incident of operating a vessel in a careless manner, contact the OPP immediately
at 888-310-1122.  Be sure to note the date and time of the incident, and be prepared to identify
the vessel and the operator.  Do not confront the offender yourself; just provide the above
information to the OPP officer.
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Welcome back to Belmont Lake.  We come here to escape the noise and "hustle and bustle" of
our urban life.  Cottage days are such special days, and we each have our favourite activity.  For
some it is being out on the water fishing, canoeing or power boating, for others it is swimming,
lying in a hammock with a good book or star gazing.

We all celebrate cottage days in our own special way.  Our responsibility is to respect the rights
of others, so we do not interfere with their enjoyment.  It is easy to forget that what we do on our
cottage lot impact those near us and across the lake.

Here are a few "good neighbour" guidelines to keep in mind while at the cottage.  Be sure to
share this with others who use your cottage, including family, friends, and renters.  Post it in a
spot seen by everyone.  How about the door of the fridge, like we do?  The Belmont Lake
experience will be even better, if we are all good neighbours.

Lighting:
Keep lighting to a minimum.  We are in the country where the glory of the night skies can reach
us all if we don't wash it out with unnecessary illumination.  Direct lights down to the ground,
not out onto your property because they shine in the eyes of your neighbours, boaters and the
cottagers across the lake.  Use low voltage lighting whenever possible.  When you  go to bed turn
off all outdoor lighting.  Be sure you turn off your outdoor lights when you head back to the city.
It interferes with the viewing of the night skies for those who are still at Belmont Lake.
Remember your excitement as a child venturing out at night with a flashlight?  Keep a
rechargeable flashlight handy since you really only need to see where you are walking.  Slow
down to the cottage pace and enjoy the night.

Noise:
Sound travels amazing distances at the lake.  What you do at your cottage affects many people,
including those across the lake.  Remember to keep your voice and music turned down, so that
you do not invade other peoples' private space.  Monitor your children and pets so that they do
not interfere with the peace and comfort of others at the lake.  The use of power lawn and yard
equipment should be limited to after 8:00 a.m.  Remember to keep landscaping as natural as
possible at the lake.  By using native vegetation you will protect the environment and save
yourself work.  Who wants to spend time behind a lawn mower at the cottage?

Fires:
No open day-time fires are allowed in Belmont Township without a permit, except for a small
contained fire for the purpose of cooking or warmth, which includes a barbecue or a grill.  The
fire must be supervised by a responsible person at all times.  Fire permits for day-time burning
are obtained from the Fire Chief's office at 778-3183.  Fees apply for fire permits and site
inspections may be required.  For example, if you want to burn a large pile of brush or old lumber
from demolishing a building, a $25.00 fee applies which is valid for three days.

Night time fires, during the time from two hours before sunset until two hours after sunrise, do
not require a permit, but must be supervised.  If you plan to burn moderately sized brush piles
during this time, Fire Chief, Ray Haines, requests that you contact his office as a courtesy to the
fire department, to provide the information of when and where you plan to burn.  This ensures
that the fire department is aware of any controlled fires in the area.  Tax dollars and valuable
resources are wasted when the fire department responds unnecessarily to reports of smoke and
fire, which are the result of what is actually a controlled night fire.

Good Neighbours
Mary Ellen Meyers
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Good Neighbours
Continued

If you plan to have a campfire, make sure it is during the night time burning hours.  Keep your
fire in a contained area, and do not build it too big.  A fire of approximately 0.5 cubic meters in
size is reasonable.  Whenever possible locate the fire on a bare rock surface or deep sand base.
Avoid areas with tree roots, as these can catch fire, and smolder underground before causing a
forest fire at a later time.  Keep a bucket of water or a hose handy in case the fire starts to spread
and use plenty of water to put the fire out.  Always make sure it is completely out, being certain
there are no live coals.

Boating:
Make sure a copy of the Canadian Coast Guards Safe Boating Guide is visible in your cottage,
especially if you have renters.  Have all boat operators review it each year.  This publication is
available at the BLCA annual general meeting in July.

When heading out on the water in your power boat or personal water craft, remember "Boat
Right, Be Polite".

n Observe the 90 degree rule when leaving or returning to your dock.  Don't cut in front of
your neighbour's dock and remember to look carefully for on-coming vessels.

n Restrict your speed to 10 kilometers an hour within 30 meters of the shore.

n If you are towing, keep beyond the 30 meters from shore to avoid swimmers and other
boaters.

n Wake boarders should be at least 300 meters off the shore and avoid areas of the lake
with a soft shoreline.  Your wake is damaging to docks, moored boats, the shoreline and
wild life habitat.  30 meters is not enough space for your wake to dissipate.

n When towing a skier, tube or wakeboard, or operating a personal water craft, avoid
multiple runs in one area.  The noise you make is disturbing many cottagers on the
shore.

n Keep a safe distance from other boats, especially canoes, kayaks and sail boats.

n If operating at higher speeds, stay well away from other boaters and be alert.  Belmont
is a busy lake in the summer, especially on weekends.

Take a minute each day to think about these guidelines. Are you a good neighbour?
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Water Quality

The following chart illustrates
the variable nature of phosphorous
loading in the lake, and while there
seems to be a general downward
trend over the last number of
years, we must always be mindful
of the environmental impact we
make on the lake with every
decision to use or not use
fertilizers or other chemicals near
the water. Septic systems also
have an enormous impact on water
quality, so it is important to make
sure they are in good working
order and pumped out regularly by
a licensed contractor.

How Phosphorus Affects
Your Lake
by Gus Janca

Copyright 2004, Federation of
Ontario Cottagers Associations

      All lakes undergo a natural
aging process. Barring the effects
of human activity, this aging
process can take hundreds or even
thousands of years.  Nutrients,
which include phosphorus,
nitrogen and other elements, are
necessary for the growth of plant
and animal life in a healthy lake.
Concentrations are low in the

waters of young lakes. As a lake
ages, nutrient levels increase as
they are washed into the water
from natural  soil erosion and
decaying vegetation. This is a
natural progression, but it can be
hastened by man-made changes to
the environment.

      In many instances, human
activities have tremendously
increased the nutrient levels in
lakes. These activities include:
outpourings of sewage and
industrial wastes, as well as runoff
from farm fertilizers and
barnyards. Excavation for
construction and extraction of
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aggregates (sand and gravel) can cause erosion of nutrient-laden soil, putting
more nutrients into the water.

      A compelling example is the history of pollution in Lake Erie, which
climaxed in the early 1960's. Nutrients added to a body of water have the same
effect on its plant life as fertilizer has on a garden, except here the increased
growth is highly undesirable. Algae can grow at prolific rates in waters rich in
nutrients. Algae refers to several genera of microscopic plants which tend to
grow in large groups. Algae is often called "pond scum" or "blooms". Prolific
growth of algae causes problems in a number of ways- algae can smell bad and
give water an unpleasant taste, the water can become murky, and large masses
of algae shade the water body from the sun, preventing light from penetrating
deeper water. The worst effect is when algae masses die off in the fall. They sink
to the bottom and decompose- This chemical reaction takes dissolved oxygen
out of the water, upsetting the natural balance of aquatic life. When fish cannot
get enough oxygen, they smother to death. As well, studies have  shown that the
quality of lake water directly affects the value of cottage property.

      Phosphorus, often in the form of phosphates, has always been present,
dissolved in lake and river water. It is a widely distributed chemical element,
occurring naturally in rocks and soils, and it is one of life's essential
components. In lake water, when phosphorus levels increase, so does the
growth of algae. Chemical analysis to measure the concentration of this one
nutrient, is a cost-effective way to determine overall nutrient levels, and thus the
health of your lake.

      The natural concentrations of phosphorus, and of other nutrients, vary
from lake to lake, since the environment and history of each lake is unique.
Therefore, meaningful information is gained through monitoring of long term
changes in phosphorus levels in a particular lake, rather than comparing one
lake with another. This requires the collection of data over a number of years.
This information can help determine if nutrient loading from human activities is
becoming a problem. Remedial action for these man-made problems may then
be undertaken.

      For environmental reasons, as well as for good financial sense, anyone
owning shore-line property should develop "water-wise" attitudes and habits. We
should be using phosphate free soaps, and we must ensure proper maintenance
of our septic systems. We should avoid clearing land near shorelines. We should
also avoid fertilizing any shoreline property (phosphates are a major component
of fertilizers!), or cutting grass right down to the water. Each of us has a part to
play in maintaining water quality.

Water Quality
Continued
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Water Races
Diapers (2 and Under)

1. Morgan Seifried    2. Cameron
Spalding   3. Madeline Alexander

Girls (3 to 5)

1. Maria Hamber   2. Ella Kumagai   3.
Jaime Senay

Boys (3 to 5)

1. Cody Saunders     2. Curtis Faclone
3. Eric Lypko

Girls (6 to8)

1. Samantha Saunders   2. Mackenna
Baldwin   3. Jessica Ferrier

Boys (6 to 8)

1. Luke Woods   2. Julian Butcher   3.
Cameron Olivier/Jordon Lypko

Swimming Races
Girls (9 - 12)

1.  Holly Bartlett   2. Anna Glassco   3.
Alex Rodrigues

Boys (9 - 12)

1. Timothy Fisher   2. Sean McEvoy   3.
Riley Carr

Girls (13 - 16)

1. Krista Lang   2. Nicky Pembleton   3.
Stephanie Rodriguez

Boys (13 - 16)

1. Stephen Glasco   2. McKenzie
Copeland

Girls (17 - 19) None

Boys (17 - 19)

1. Kyle Lawler   2. Shawn Emerson   3.
Curtis Coupland

Mixed (over 19)

1. Peter Bastedo   2. Adrian Li   3. Doug
Allison

Gunwale Canoe
1. Peter Bastedo   2. Greg Alexander   3.
Riley Carr

War Canoe
1. Samantha Saunders, Mitch Motton,
Paul Saunders, Peter, Sarah and
Pamela Bastedo

2. Liam and Lisette Mazariego, Randy
and Melissa  Alexander, Mike Coon,
Barb Laing

3. Jessica, Alivia and Craig Ferrier,
Carolyn Rodway, Chad Acorn, Krissy
Stillwell

In and Out Pedal Boat
1. Jon and Barry Bea

2. Peter and Sarah Bastedo

3. Stefanie Rodriguez, Sophie Nation

In and Out Canoe
1. Tracy Harris, Doug Allison

2. Stefanie Rodriguez, Sophie Nation

3. Peter and Sarah Bastedo

Over the Hill Double Pedal Boat
(35 and Over)
1. Susie Nation, Sandra Balind

2. Barb Laing, Roger Glassco

3. Paul and Heather Saunders

Single Canoe Crab

1. Peter Bastedo   2. Doug Allison   3.
Riley Carr

Backwards Pedal Boat (Open)
1. Krista Laing, Anna Glassco

2. Jessica Ferrier, Mary Ann Wilkie

3. Katie Bea, Madison Adams-Peacock

Long Distance Canoe (Open)
1. Stephan and Ben Glassco

2. Mike Coss, Debbie Kemp

Fire Brigade (Mixed over 10
years)
1. Paul and Samantha Saunders, Sarah,
Peter and Pamela Bastedo, Ryan Wylie

2. Tracy, Erin, Tim, Doug, Rob and Barb

Water Ballon Toss (Open)

1. Andy and Caitlin Chaput

2. Victor and Stefanie Rodriguez

3. Paul Saunders, Peter Bastedo

Egg Toss (Open)
1. Charles Doke, Jason Roulston

2. Sophie and Ted Nation

Mummy Wrap
1. Anna Glassco, Krista Laing, Sarah
Perna

2. Robbie Rodwell, Kelly Stillwell

3. Rachel Mortveit, Adam Rowe

Egg and Spoon Race (Under 12)
1. Sean McEvoy   2. Colin Smith

Mini-Putt
Hole in One - Jake Chaput, Sean
McEvoy, Quaid Sturdy

Jon Bea, Rachel Mortveit, Eric Mortveit

Nail Hammering (Over 12)
Michele Rodway

Watermelon Races
Girls (8 and Under) - Samantha
Saunders

Boys (8 and Under) - Luke Woods

Girls (9 to13) - Anna Glassco

Boys (9 to 13) - Sean McEvoy

Girls (14 to 18) - Amanda McInnis

Women (19 to 34) - Christine McCarthy

Men (19 to 34) - Beter Bastedo

Women 35+ - Ruth Woods

Regatta Results
2007

Photos Wanted
We are currently looking for photos of

Belmont Lake and events
for  this year’s calendar.

Submit photos by email to:
www.belmontlake.ca
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Revenue & Expense for year ended

March 30, 2008
April 1, 2007 through March 30, 2008

Income

Membership dues  7 840.00

Calendars-net      62.80

Lake Plan sales     300.00

Advertising  3 035.00

Regatta      584.50

Donations     110.00

Foreign Exchange        1.52

Total Income           $ 11 933.82

Expense

Insurance  1 674.00

Accounting & Audit    265.00

Newsletter   1315.33

Web site Maintenance    300.00

Rock Marking     350.00

Postage      519.40

Lake Plan   2132.51

Regatta      457.93

FOCA Fees     461.37

AGM      113.11

Bank Charges       62.64

Travel      207.00

Total Expense    $ 7858.29

Net Income $ 4075.53

Balance Sheet

As of March 30, 2008

Petty Cash             50.00

Bank - Investments  8 000.00

Bank - Other        564.78

Total $ 8 614.78

Opening Bal. Equity                 9 541.13

Retained Earnings                              -5 001.88

Net Income                   4 075.53

Total Liabilities & Equity               $ 8 614.78

I am pleased to present the audited financial
statements for the Belmont Lake Cottagers’
Association for the year ended March 30,
2008.

E. A. Bracht (Treasurer)

We thank all those who have contributed and
placed ads in our newsletter.

Revenue from membership is very important
and unless we encourage those who are not
members to join, we may need to curtail some
of our activities or projects.

The challenge for all members is to assist in
getting non-members to join. The cost is not
exorbitant and the benefits can be enormous.

Communication among members is
important so we ask that you please supply
your e-mail address with your application
form.

BLCA
Financial
Report
E. A. Bracht (Treasurer)

$
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Emergency
Telephone
Numbers

Police / Ambulance / Fire...............................   911

Campbellford Memorial Hospital.......    705-653-1140

Peterborough Civic Hospital..............    705-743-2121

Poison Control................................ 1-800-268-9017

Health Telehelp Hotline.................. 1-866-797-0000

(Speak to a health professional - Children and Adults)

Emergency Information

911# __________ Fire Road ________________________

Havelock-Belmont-Methuen Township

Cottage Phone Number    __________________________

Home Phone Number _____________________________

Neighbour _______________________________________

Cordova Mines United Church Services are

Sundays at 12:30 p.m.

Other Useful Telephone Numbers
Fire (non-emergency)........................ 705-778-3183

Police (non-emergency).................. 1-888-310-1122

Belmont Lake Marina......................... 705-778-2366

Boating Safety Hotline.................... 1-800-267-6687

By-Law Officer................................... 705-639-2071

Crowe Valley Conserv. Auth............... 613-472-3137

Crime Stoppers............................... 1-800-222-8477

FOCA................................................. 705-749-3622

Havelock Community Police Officer.. 705-778-2787

HBM Township................................... 705-778-2308

 Toll Free.............................. 1-877-767-2795

 FAX........................................ 705-778-5248

Hydro One (emergency)................. 1-800-434-1235

Invading Species Hotline................ 1-800-563-7711

Library Cordova................................. 705-778-2721

 Havelock................................ 705-778-2621

Peterborough Health Unit.................. 705-743-1000

Medical Centre - Havelock................. 705-778-3361

Ministry of Natural Resources............ 705-755-2001

Ministry of Environment & Energy..... 705-755-4300

Belmont Lake Cottagers’ Association

 Board of Directors - 2007/2008

President - Art Church   705-778-3416

Community Liaison

Vice President - Jim McCarthy  705-

Treasurer - Ed Bracht     705-778-7086

Secretary - Uta Peikert     705-778-7406

Newletter

Director - Greg Alexander   705-778-1870

Website

Director - Larry Pick   705-778-1150

Rock Marking/Township Council Liaison

Director - Mary Ellen Meyers   705-778-1588

Regatta - Craig Ferrier   705-778-3409
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You will find a separate enclosure with your newsletter this year. As many of you know, a motion was presented
from the floor at our 2007 AGM, that the Official Plan and stewardship recommendations contained in the Lake
Plan be presented in questionnaire form to all lake residents.
A questionnaire was developed and mailed out and the results are presented in summary form in the separate
enclosure. (They will also be available on our web-site: www.belmontlake.ca)
For the most part, the responses to the questionnaire were very similar to those contained in the 1999 and 2004
lake residents surveys and the opinions expressed by many of you who attended Lake Plan workshops and AGM’s
in 2004 , 2005, and 2006.
The Lake Plan recommendations were developed from these sources, so the similarity in responses was an
expected outcome.
The motion from the floor at the 2007 AGM also called for a special membership meeting this spring to discuss the
questionnaire findings and next steps. The BLCA executive decided that since there were insufficient
executive/board members available for a spring meeting, our July AGM meeting would be devoted to discussing
the Lake Plan questionnaire results.
Individual questionnaire comments will be available in hard copy at the AGM.

Lake Plan Survey
Art Church
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Belmont Lake Cottagers’ Association Inc.

Membership Registration Form

Name: ________________________________________________________________

E-mail Address: ________________________________________________________

Mailing Address: _______________________________________________________

                                ______________________________________________________

Telephone #: __(            ) ______________________

Cottage Address: ______________________________________________________

                                  _____________________________________________________

Cottage Telephone #: __(705) __________________

Would you like to volunteer?

q Environment
q Road Rep

q Regatta
q Newsletter

q Social

q Rock Marking

q Other _______________________

Comments/suggestions: ________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

Annual Membership Fee: $40.00 CAD
Please make your cheque payable to: Belmont Lake Cottagers’ Association
Pleae visit our website: www.belmontlake.ca
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Belmont Lake Cottagers’ Association Inc.

The Association is a not-for-profit organization run by a volunteer Board of Directors that works
with cottagers and permanent residents to:

q Protect the lake environment:

q To monitor and liaise with municipal and provincial governments on issues affecting our lake.

q Guide members on issues affecting cottagers (taxation, water levels, services, etc.)

q Organize recreational facilities.

q Promote safety and  create a safe boating environment (rock marking, courses, etc.)

The modest fee of $40 will enable your Board to pay for:
q Summer activities,

q The Lake Plan,

q Newsletters,

q Insurance,

q Rock marking

q Lobbying bodies that regulate water maintenance, taxes, garbage disposal and a myriad of environmental issues.

Please complete the application form on the other side of this page and mail it with $40 to:

Belmont Lake Cottagers’ Association

P.O. Box 837

Havelock, ON

K0L 1Z0

There is strength in numbers.  A strong Association means a healthy environment.

Please get more details from our website

www.belmontlake.ca

or

Contact a member of the Board

To help us keep in touch, please submit your e-mail address on the application.


